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Abstract. Enhancing wake recovery behind wind turbines has the potential to significantly
improve the power production and efficiency of large wind farms. Rather than investigating
turbine control strategies, floater motion or global turbulent quantities such as turbulence
intensity, this work aims to study wake stability and recovery through a focus on the turbulent
scales of the inflow. Using Large Eddy Simulations of a single turbine, sinusoidal streamwise
forcing is applied to the inflow with a constant amplitude and mean flow velocity, but differing
time scales between 80s and 140s. For all applied time scales the turbine wake is characterised
by the rolling-up of the near wake into the periodic shedding of vortex rings, and an excitation
of the applied forcing frequency resulting in velocity fluctuations in the wake several times larger
than that at the inflow. For shorter time scales (80s− 90s) a more aggressive and earlier wake
roll-up led to a shorter near wake region, faster overall recovery and significantly improved the
expected power output from 6R downstream onwards. An inflow time period of 80s gave rise
to more than a 50% increase in power output of a fictive downstream turbine placed at 14R
downstream, compared to an inflow time scale of 140s.

1. Introduction
The wake recovery behind a wind turbine is governed by energy entrainment from the
surrounding flow, due to turbulent mixing. In large wind farms, where the expanding and
merging turbine wakes can significantly decrease power production and increase component
fatigue, entrainment directly governs wind farm performance. Studying a fully developed wind
farm boundary layer, Calaf et al. [1] found vertical entrainment to be the most important
component, roughly balanced with the total power output. Using wind tunnel measurements
and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) respectively, Newman et al. [2] and Andersen et al. [3] also
identified the vertical entrainment as the most significant dynamic contribution to the mean
kinetic energy (MKE) transport at turbine tip height. For a single turbine case, wake recovery
is linked to the turbulence intensity (TI) of the inflow in an expression derived by Sørensen et
al. [4]. The length of the near wake (the distance from the rotor plane to where the tip vortices
break down) depends on TI and turbine parameters, while the length of the transition region
from breakdown to Gaussian wake velocity deficit only depends on the TI.

Turbulence not only plays an important role in entrainment and wake recovery, but also
in wake meandering. The dynamic wake meandering (DWM) model [5] assumes both that
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wake meandering is primarily induced by large scale motions, and that the wake deficit acts
as a passive tracer. Large scale eddies were identified as the cause of wake meandering in a
nonlinear optimal perturbation analysis [6]; the inflow perturbation was amplified by the shear
at the actuator disc edge, tilting the vortex rings and giving rise to meandering. The axial
velocity in the wake was also seen to oscillate significantly more than the magnitude of the
inflow perturbation, which is in contrary to the passive tracer assumption in DWM. Likewise,
in a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis of a wind farm in LES [3], self-organised
turbulent motions were seen, which grew in energy and coherency with distance into the farm.

Enhancing wake recovery is widely studied in literature using various strategies; these are
generally focused on manipulating turbine operation, either individually or collectively in a
wind farm scenario [7]. Significant improvements in wind farm power production were seen in a
theoretical study applying vertical actuator disc forcing in time with instantaneous velocity
fluctuations at the disc [8]. Recent work using dynamic strategies includes using dynamic
individual pitch control to manipulate the wake position and therefore enhance mixing [9], and
studying how dynamic wake control could be used to excite the mutual inductance instability of
the tip vortices [10]. Beneficial routines of dynamic induction and yaw control are also identified
in the works of Munters and Meyers [11, 12], using the adjoint method combined with LES of a
wind farm. Without additional control, the wake recovery behind a turbine undergoing floater
motion was seen to be significantly improved compared to a fixed bottom case [13], with the
frequency and amplitude of the turbine oscillations having a significant impact.

This work aims to approach the study of wake stability and recovery through a focus on
the turbulent scales of the inflow, rather than the turbine control, floater motion or global
turbulent quantities such as TI. Using LES of a single turbine, sinusoidal streamwise forcing is
applied to the inflow velocity with a constant amplitude and mean flow velocity, but differing
time scales. This theoretical study is intended to isolate the effect of the turbulent scales,
allowing differences in wake behaviour to be characterised and time scales more beneficial to
wake recovery and entrainment to be identified. The Methodology section (Sec. 2) provides
details on the numerical tools and the gradient-based optimisation undertaken to determine the
flow and forcing parameters; the Simulation Setup (Sec. 3) describes the background flow; and
the Results (Sec. 4) and Discussion (Sec. 5) presents wake flow, spectra and downstream power
output of the five time scales investigated and discusses implications and uncertainties.

2. Methodology
2.1. Flow Solver
EllipSys3D is an incompressible three-dimensional multi-block Navier Stokes solver [14, 15, 16].
The governing equations are expressed in general curvilinear coordinates and solved with a
finite volume method in a collocated grid arrangement. Time advancement is performed using a
second-order accurate three-level implicit method which has sub iterations within each time
step. To solve the pressure correction equation, the SIMPLE algorithm is used with the
Rhie/Chow interpolation technique to avoid odd/even pressure decoupling, and convective terms
are discretised with the third-order QUICK scheme.

2.2. Wind Turbine Modelling
Wind turbines are modelled using the actuator line (AL) method [17], which is fully coupled
to the aeroelastic BEM-based tool Flex5 [18]. EllipSys3D extracts the velocity components
at the actuator positions and passes them to Flex5, which calculates the blade loads and
deflections using tabulated aerofoil data and the vortex-based smearing correction [19][20] which
is implemented in the blade load computation [21]. The loads and deformed blade positions are
passed back to EllipSys3D, and used to update the actuator positions and the magnitude of the
applied body forces, which are smeared on to the computational grid using a Gaussian kernel.
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It is also possible to use the coupled AL while not applying the calculated body forces back
into the CFD domain [22]. These ‘ghost turbines’ produce neither induction nor wake, and so
can act as sensors to indicate the turbine response at many different positions simultaneously.

2.3. Sinusoidal Velocity Forcing
The sinusoidal streamwise velocity variation is imposed onto a laminar and uniform background
flow using body forces on a plane inside the domain. The approach is similar to [23], which
simulated highly transient wind speed ramps. As discussed in [23], the plane must be sufficiently
large to allow the forcing to be tapered towards the edges, in order to reduce the artificial shear
layer created. Additionally, the forcing plane must be significantly larger than the rotor area,
and the overall domain must have dimensions that ensure low numerical blockage. Finally,
it should be noted that because the enforced sinusoidal flow is not initially a solution to the
Navier-Stokes equations it will degrade downstream of the forcing plane. Therefore, the far field
velocity (u∂Ω) and forcing amplitude (α) required to get a desired sinusoidal response in the
region of interest (2R-15R downstream of the plane) are not known in advance, and requires
additional calibration [23]. In the present work, the far field velocity and forcing amplitude are
determined using a gradient based optimisation method as described in Section 3.3.

3. Simulation Setup
3.1. Computational Domain
The computational domain has dimensions 40R × 60R × 60R (streamwise, vertical, spanwise),
with a single turbine placed at x = 14.6R downstream from the inflow boundary, and centrally
in the vertical and spanwise dimensions (y = 30R, z = 30R). Sinusoidal forcing is applied to
the streamwise velocity using body forces on a plane with dimensions 25R × 25R, placed 2R
from the inflow boundary. Turbines with no flow forcing (and therefore no induction or wake, as
described in Section 2.2) are placed at every 1R downstream over a range 1-16R from the wake-
generating turbine in order to act as sensors to study the wake recovery. The chosen turbine is
the DTU 10MW RWT [24], which has a radius of 89.17m and rated velocity of 11.4ms−1. The
mesh has an equidistant refined region with dimensions 34R x 12R x 12R, with the x dimension
starting from the inflow boundary and the y and z directions centred on the rotor centre. The
entire domain is discretised using 288 x 128 x 128 mesh points, resulting in a discretisation of 8
cells per radius inside the refined region. This is a relatively low resolution for an actuator line
simulation, but judged to be acceptable due to the computational constraints and the fact that
the vortex-based smearing correction implemented into the coupled AL reduces the difference in
mean thrust coefficient between 8 and 64 cells per radius to 3% in a turbulent simulation [21].
Furthermore, the main objective here is to have the same relative thrust force for different flow
scenarios, and not that the actual CT is converged through grid resolution. The time step used
in the flow solver is 0.02s.

3.2. Simulation Cases
The five simulation cases have sinusoidal periods of Tp = 80s, 90s, 100s, 120s, and 140s
respectively. This range of time scales when multiplied by the free stream velocity corresponds
to lengths from 8R to 14R, which reflects both the results of preliminary investigations and
also the importance of the turbine spacing in limiting the size of self-organised motions in a
wind farm as found in Andersen et al [3]. The farfield velocity and streamwise flow forcing
amplitude are set according to a gradient-based optimisation method, described in Section 3.3,
to achieve a mean velocity target of u = 8.917ms−1, and a velocity standard deviation target of
0.2 < σu < 0.22ms−1. The target velocity is related to the rotor radius (89.17m) and equivalent
to below rated operation; the chosen standard deviation is due to the increased difficulty of
matching mean flow and amplitude at higher values.
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The main turbine has a fixed rotational speed of ω = 0.8rads−1, zero pitch, and no flexibility.
This leads to a mean thrust coefficient of CT = 0.88 and mean power coefficient of CP = 0.47.
The sensor turbines placed in the wake are also modelled as stiff but have control on, which
allows pitch and rotational speed changes. The stiff setup prevents the introduction of other
scales due to blade deformation, while the inclusion of control at the downstream positions
allows the turbine time scales to interact with the wake flow. Across the analysis presented, 12
periods of the inflow time scale are used to compute statistics, out of a total simulation time of
12 periods plus twice the flow-through time of the domain. Convergence of mean quantities and
sinusoidal variation is achieved for all simulations well before twice the transient time, providing
confidence in the reported results.

3.3. Flow assimilation through direct transient LES gradient-based optimisation
As discussed in Section 2.3, it is necessary to determine the required inflow condition and
forcing amplitude for each applied time scale to ensure consistency of the mean velocity and
oscillatory amplitude in the region of interest in the domain. To this end, a sequence of

direct gradient-based LES optimisations of the farfield, u in u =
[
u, v, w

]T
, and the forcing

amplitude parameter, α, were conducted. The optimisations were carried out using a high-
fidelity optimisation framework, FlowOpt, which is maintained at DTU Wind Energy and built
around the flow solver, EllipSys3D. The optimisation framework has previously been used in
direct gradient-based RANS shape optimisation for wings [25] and for wind turbine blade tips
[26]. The optimisation problem that was solved for each time scale can mathematically be
expressed as in Eq. 1:

minimize: ||u− uref||2 in Ω,

with respect to: inflow BC: u on ∂Ω where u =
[
u, v, w

]T
, (1)

forcing amplitude: α,

subject to: 0.2 ≤ σu ≤ 0.22 ms−1.

where Ω is the inner computational domain, ∂Ω is the domain boundary, and

uref =
[
8.917, 0.0, 0.0

]T
. As seen, the task was to find the boundary condition inflow, u∂Ω,

and forcing amplitude, α, resulting in a flow velocity closest to uref =
[
8.917, 0.0, 0.0

]T
while

satisfying two linear constraints ensuring that 0.2 ≤ σu ≤ 0.22 ms−1.
The flow, u, inside the domain (needed to compute the objective, ||u − uref||2 for each

optimisation step) was approximated as the mean of the turbine rotor center velocity, ū, at
positions x = 1R, 7R and 13R. Similarly, the standard deviation, σu, of the mean of standard
deviations for the three rotors were evaluated in each optimisation step. To ensure each flow
evaluation used in the optimisation was statistically invariant before a new optimisation step
could be taken, the gradient of ū and σ(u) was continuously monitored between rotor positions
x = 1R and x = 13R, respectively, over a dynamic evaluation length of 12 periods. Once below
set thresholds the flow was deemed statistically invariant and a new optimisation step could be
taken. All optimisations achieved convergence of the objective and met the feasibility criteria
before terminating, requiring between 4-7 steps. Future studies will elaborate further on using
direct gradient-based optimisation on LES simulations in EllipSys3D.

Results from all optimisations (i.e, the farfield velocity u∂Ω and forcing amplitude α for each
desired time scale) can be found in Tab. 1. It is clearly seen how the farfield velocity increases
towards the target as the time scale increases, while the forcing amplitude decreases. This is
due to part of the streamwise forcing dissipating into a mean flow contribution at these scales.
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Tp = 80s Tp = 90s Tp = 100s Tp = 120s Tp = 140s
u∂Ω [ms−1] 8.83 8.85 8.86 8.88 8.89

α 3.46 3.04 2.64 2.21 1.91

Table 1. Overview of results from the CFD-based optimizations proceeding the analysis.

3.4. Background Flow
The five cases are first simulated without any turbines in the domain, in order to quantify any
differences in the background flow between the different time periods, and the rotor-averaged
streamwise velocity mean and standard deviation are shown in Figure 1. The mean streamwise
velocities for all length scales are very close to the target rotor centre velocity (the maximum
deviation is for Tp = 80s at x = 15R, 0.05% higher than the target), and all show very little
change over the domain length. The standard deviations show more discrepancies; all starting
within the target region but with increasing variability through the domain, with a difference
between Tp = 90s and Tp = 140s of around 20% at x = 15R. It should be noted that the
optimisation constraints were based on the rotor centre values, rather than rotor averaged;
the standard deviations are all around 0.015ms−1 lower when taking the rotor centre values,
and therefore fall more within the target region. Additionally, although the feasibility criteria
and applied constraints were satisfied in all optimisation runs used to determine farfield and
forcing parameters, the fact that the constraints were applied as the mean between three turbine
positions inevitably results in some variability still being permitted.

0 5 10 15

8.9

8.91

8.92

8.93

8.94

B)A)

Figure 1. A) Rotor Averaged Mean Streamwise Velocity; B) Rotor Averaged Streamwise
Velocity Standard Deviation

Using the background flow, it is possible to define what constitutes a significant result in
the turbine simulations. The very small differences in the mean flow velocity in the rotor area
(a maximum of 0.05%) means the background mean flow causes only a negligible difference in
available power (less than 0.2%). There is also a difference in σu of 20% between T = 80s and
T = 140s at x = 15R (an increase in TI from 2.37% to 2.88%); based on the power curve of the
DTU 10MW RWT this would lead to a percentage difference in σpower of 16.5%. However, this
difference is not constant over the length of the domain, but varies across it. At the position
of the first turbine (which generates the wake in the wake flow simulations) the difference is
only 9%; an increase in TI from 2.38% to 2.48%. These observations will define what change
in power is required in order to be directly attributable to the influence of the turbulent scales,
rather than the background flow.
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4. Results
4.1. Wake Flow
Figure 2 shows instantaneous and mean streamwise velocity for all five cases. The instantaneous
flow snapshot is taken at the midpoint of the sinusoidal variation of rotor centre velocity at the
first turbine, and the mean flow is averaged over 12 periods. The averaging period is taken after
two times the domain flow-through time to ensure convergence. Additionally, Figure 3 shows
Q-criterion visualisations for Tp = 80s and Tp = 140s to highlight the wake structure.

11

1

[m/s]

80s 90s 100s 120s 140s

-5R

0R

15R

-5R

0R

15R

Figure 2. Upper: Instantaneous streamwise velocity. Lower: Mean streamwise velocity

A) B)

Figure 3. Q-criterion visualisation. A) Tp = 80s. B) Tp = 140s.

All five instantaneous wake plots show a similar pattern, in which the sinusoidal forcing
appears to cause a rolling-up of the near wake into vortex rings (also clearly visible in the Q-
criterion isosurfaces for Tp = 80s and Tp = 140s). This wake behaviour is similar to that seen
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in Munters and Meyers [12], in which increased wake mixing through the periodic shedding of
vortex rings was found to be the optimal control result for a first row turbine, and could also be
achieved through applying sinusoidal thrust variations. Here, it is clear that the shortest time
scale, Tp = 80s, causes the fastest rolling-up of the near wake and therefore shows a significantly
reduced mean velocity deficit in comparison with longer scales. Although the same flow regime
is visible in all cases, the longer time scales not only result in a longer near wake region, but
also the rolling-up induces weaker subsequent wake mixing, as the centre velocity deficit is more
continuously maintained through the wake.

To further elucidate the mechanisms of the wake recovery, the component of mean kinetic
energy relevant to entrainment ⟨U⟩⟨u′w′⟩ is plotted along a line at turbine tip height in Figure
4 (a similar approach to that taken to assess MKE transport into a wind farm in [2] and [3]).

Figure 4. ⟨U⟩⟨u′w′⟩ component of mean kinetic energy transport along a streamwise line at
y = 0, z = 1R (positive direction indicates inward flux)

The MKE transport for all length scales gradually increases to an initial peak between 8-9R
downstream of the turbine. After this, the shortest three time scales show a further increase to
a second peak in the region 12-14R downstream before a steep decline, while the two longest
time scales display a plateau and gradual decrease. The shortest time scale (Tp = 80s) results in
a normalised ⟨U⟩⟨u′w′⟩ around two times greater than that of the longest time scale (Tp = 140s)
at x = 9R, and more than 3.5 times greater at x = 13R. The magnitude of the peak is not
solely due to the increased mean streamwise velocity due to the wake recovery seen in Figure
2; the Reynolds stress component ⟨u′w′⟩ is also 1.75 times and 2.5 greater at the two locations.
Except some crossover between Tp = 120s and Tp = 140s, the MKE transport is consistently
larger for shorter than longer time scales. This reflects the relationship between the inflow time
scale and wake breakdown seen in Figure 2, and suggests that the increased mixing caused by
the more aggressive roll-up of the near wake leads to enhanced MKE transport at tip height and
hence a more effective wake recovery.

4.2. Velocity Time Series and Spectral Analysis
The spectra (computed over the last 12 Tp) and a section of the time-series (of length 3 Tp) of
the rotor centre streamwise velocities are shown in Figure 5. The coherency of the sinusoidal
signal that the main turbine experiences is clear from the velocity time-series at x = 0R, and
indicates that the simulation setup maintains the desired forcing across the domain.

The spectra of the velocity at the first turbine is identical to the background, with one
peak which occurs at the applied forcing frequency. However, from the spectra at downstream
positions in the wake it is clear that the turbine significantly excites the original forcing mode (as
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Ai) Aii)

Bi) Bii)

Figure 5. Velocity time series and spectra at downstream positions: Ai) T = 80s time-series;
Aii) T = 80s spectra; Bi) T = 140s time-series; Bii) T = 140s spectra

the amplitude of the peak is significantly increased compared to that of the background flow),
and also introduces higher frequency harmonics. Comparing x = 0R and x = 8R, the amplitude
of velocity fluctuations is increased from 2.6% of the freestream velocity to 24% for Tp = 80s,
and from 2.6% to 20% for Tp = 140s. This observation is consistent with the findings from the
optimal perturbation analysis of Mao and Sørensen [6], in which a 6% perturbation of the inflow
resulted in axial velocity fluctuations in the wake of 60%. These results further indicate that
rather than passively generating turbulence and velocity deficit which can be superposed on
to the background motion (as assumed in DWM [5]), the turbine is capable of exciting certain
modes present in the inflow. Moreover, it is interesting that the increase in magnitude of velocity
fluctuations is similar between the two cases, but is distributed differently across frequencies and
results in contrasting wake recovery as seen in Figure 2.

Another interesting feature of the spectral plots is the lack of frequencies other than those
related to the initial forcing. This clearly indicates that the wake does not break down into
turbulence, but that the periodic vortex ring shedding dominates throughout the length of the
refined region. This is likely due to the coarse resolution meaning both a low resolution of the
wake flow and a very smeared AL force distribution, combined with the fact that the inflow
contains no small scale turbulence, only the very large applied time scales.

The peak of the first and second harmonic are plotted for each downstream location in Figure
6, in order to show the position where maximum excitation of the inflow sinusoid occurs. For
the inflow time period (the first harmonic), the maximum excitation occurs between 9R and 11R
downstream for all simulations, with the shorter time scales showing an earlier peak. The trend
is similar for the second harmonic, but with a peak around half of the magnitude. The earlier
peak and steeper increase seen for the shorter time scales could be linked to the faster and more
pronounced vortex shedding regime in the wake. However, the consistent ratio between first and
higher order harmonics across the time scales reflects the similar amount of distortion of the
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sinusoidal signal visible in the velocity time series plots in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Amplitude of spectral peaks: A) first harmonic 1/Tp, B) Second harmonic 2/Tp

4.3. Downstream Turbine Power Output
The mean and standard deviation of power at each downstream position are shown in Figure 7,
as calculated by turbines operating without forcing. The power output of the sensor turbines
provides a quantitative evaluation of the differences in wake recovery and indicates how this could
translate into greater power production at downstream locations. The standard deviation of the
power is included to provide an indication of the variation in loading that the rotor experiences,
important for calculation of damage equivalent loads and fatigue. Both mean and standard
deviation are normalised by values calculated from the local background flow. As the sensor
turbines have no induction, they all operate at rated power in the background flow, and can
therefore not be used directly for this normalisation. Instead, the rotor centre velocity standard
deviation and mean were used to calculate expected values based on the turbine power curve.
This normalisation intends to account for the differences described in Section 3.4, although it
should be noted that it has almost no impact on the power output comparison (as the background
flow mean velocities are effectively identical) and a minimal influence on the standard deviation
comparison. Statistics are computed over the final 12 Tp.

Until around 4R downstream, all Tp values give a similar predicted power output, but from
x = 5R there are significant differences. The shortest length scale Tp = 80s results in an increase
of around 55% in normalised power output, compared to the longest time scale Tp = 140s, at 15R
downstream. This significant increase in downstream power output is due to the improved wake
recovery, characterised by a faster roll up of the near wake and the enhanced wake mixing caused
by the periodic vortex shedding regime. The shorter time scales also have a power minimum
closer to the turbine; Tp = 80s has a minimum at x = 5R, while Tp = 140s has a minimum at
x = 7R. This reflects the difference in near wake lengths seen in Figure 2.

The normalised σP also varies significantly between the five simulations. Initially all
simulations show a very similar level in the region immediately downstream of the turbine
(up to 2R), but after this the smaller time scales (particularly Tp = 80s) display a much faster
increase. This is consistent with the higher amplitude of velocity fluctuations for the Tp = 80s
simulation seen in Figure 5, at x = 8R. The normalised standard deviation of the Tp = 80s case
also shows a peak at x = 12R, and Tp = 90s appears to be reaching a plateau at 15R, while the
three longer time scales continue to increase. This can be linked to both the earlier vortex ring
roll-up for shorter time scales visible in Figure 2, and the excitation of the inflow signal seen
in the spectral plots in Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that although the velocity signal
in Figure 5 drops below the cut-off velocity of the turbine in some locations in the wake, for
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A)

B)

Figure 7. A) Mean power output; B) Standard deviation of power output

none of the simulations does this happen for long enough to cause the turbine to cease operation;
therefore turbine cut-off is not biasing the results shown here. The differences in the downstream
power output are clearly much larger than the significance thresholds set in Section 3.4; this
indicates that the applied forcing length scale can have a governing role in power production
through its impact on wake recovery.

5. Discussion
This work aims to investigate entrainment and wake recovery by considering the turbulent scales
of the inflow, rather than turbine control or motion. It is a highly idealised case using a sinusoidal
inflow signal imposed in only the streamwise velocity component, and hence the simulation setup
itself brings uncertainties and challenges. The method of applying the sinusoidal variation is
similar to that of highly transient wind speed ramps simulated in Andersen et al. [23], however
creating a continuous sinusoidal variation which needs to precisely conform to a specific mean
and standard deviation is a significantly more challenging flow scenario to generate. The shear
layer generated at the edge of the forcing plane in the ramp simulations [23] was mitigated
by using a very large forcing plane and computational domain, and even then some outward
dissipation of momentum was seen due to a difference in background flow. For the sinusoidal
input, the shear layer is amplified by the higher gradients and higher required forcing of smaller
time scales in the absence of turbulence, which affects the flow development and the ability of
the optimisation to converge under the current constraints. Here, this effect is mitigated by
studying only very long scales (the chosen range of Tp = 80s and above). However, the results
show an increase in power with decreasing inflow time scale, and hence clearly it is important
that further work attempts to address the simulation setup to allow the study of smaller time
scales and hence locate any potential maximum in downstream power output.

Additionally, the wake flow that is generated does not break down into turbulence in any
simulations, and displayed a highly regular structure, particularly visible in the spectra and
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velocity time series. This is likely to be due to the relatively low grid resolution of the simulation,
and also the very long inflow sinusoidal periods with no small scale turbulence present. This
result - no wake breakdown within 15R of the turbine at an effective turbulence intensity of
around 2.5% - is also in line with prediction from an expression for the total near wake length
in Sørensen et al. which uses purely turbulence intensity and turbine operational parameters.
Using TI = 2.5%, this would suggest a distance to tip vortex breakdown of 1.2R (but the
resolution of this simulation is far too coarse to resolve tip vortices [27]) and a total near wake
length of around 22R. This shows as well as increasing the grid resolution, further work should
attempt to study higher turbulence intensities, longer domains, or other methods of creating a
more realistic wake breakdown.

6. Conclusions
Across the analysis performed, the applied inflow length scale resulted in remarkable differences
in both the wake behaviour and recovery, and the power output at downstream positions. For
all forcing time periods the turbine wake showed a breakdown characterised by the roll-up of
the near wake into vortex rings, but for shorter time scales between 80s − 100s this regime
was initiated closer to the turbine and more aggressively. This enhanced wake mixing therefore
resulted in a faster wake recovery and significantly improved power output from 6R downstream
onwards. Additionally, from examination of the streamwise velocity spectra, it was seen that the
turbine excites the applied forcing mode and hence results in increased axial velocity fluctuation
in the wake in comparison to the inflow, in contrary to the DWM assumption that the wake acts
as a passive tracer. The ability of inflow length scales to affect wake breakdown also suggests
that the definition of inflow turbulence is extremely important when studying control strategies,
and should be a consideration when comparing results to baseline cases.

This work uses a highly idealised scenario in order to isolate the impact of the inflow length
scale, and demonstrate that it can be the sole cause of wake flow differences similar to that
achieved through dynamic control strategies [12] or floater motion [13]. Therefore, the results
presented here should be considered a proof of concept of the potential impact of turbulent scales
on wake recovery, and demonstrates the need to look past global quantities such as turbulence
intensity to describe wake development. Further work will attempt to expand the landscape of
scales investigated to determine optimum scale interaction to increase entrainment, studying e.g.
how the rotational speed and time scales of the ghost turbine controller influences the results.
Additionally, it is important to investigate to what degree these results can be replicated in
more realistic scenarios that more closely resemble physical turbulent inflows.
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